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Abstract
Recent advances in peer-to-peer (P2P) technologies
will enable users to establish ubiquitous connectivity
among their personal networked devices and those of
others. Building on top of such technologies, we
propose a platform of middleware and user interaction
tools, called MyNet, that allows everyday users to
easily and securely access and share with others their
devices, services, and content, without requiring
expertise or centralized service support. MyNet offers a
more immediate and responsive alternative to the
current web-based paradigm of personal and social
networking, because it allows users’ distributed
services and content to be accessed and shared in
real-time as they are produced, directly from their
personal devices. In this paper, we describe the MyNet
system architecture, including secure resource
discovery, service management, security framework,
and the user interaction tools for building personal
and social networks and sharing resources over them.
We also present our proof-of-concept implementation,
including mobile devices and our tests with real users.

1. Introduction
We are currently experiencing an explosion of
personal digital content and services residing on digital
consumer devices, such as mobile phones, cameras,
portable music players, and game consoles. Today,
despite their network capabilities, these devices are
mainly used as stand-alone, because taking advantage
of networking features still requires significant
expertise and effort. At the same time, “Web 2.0”
technologies are giving unprecedented control of the
Internet to non-expert users. Despite its success, the
current paradigm of web-based social networks has
some limitations. For example, content needs to be first
uploaded, making sharing more cumbersome and less
interactive, and personal services hosted on users’
devices are difficult or impossible to share “live”.

Recently, a number of advances in peer-to-peer
(P2P) systems (e.g. UIA [1], JXTA [2]) have enabled
seamless connectivity among users’ devices. These
technologies create network overlays to address
ubiquitous connectivity and management of device
groups. These elements could provide the basis of a
platform for decentralized P2P networking that shares
users’ resources directly where they reside. The success
of such a platform, however, depends on the creation of
easy-to-use tools that will enable non-expert consumers
to manage their networks and share their resources.
Furthermore, since devices are personal, the platform
must make users confident not only that it offers
comprehensive security and privacy protection, but, as
importantly, that it offers them the means to make the
right security decisions to protect themselves.
This paper presents the design and a proof-ofconcept implementation of MyNet, a platform for
secure P2P personal and social networking services.
MyNet is built on top of the Unmanaged Internet
Architecture (UIA) [1], although other P2P overlays
could also be used. MyNet enables non-expert users to
easily organize and share their resources within their
social neighborhood. A wizard-like interface, part of a
MyNet UI tool called MyNetBook, first guides the user
to imprint his/her identity on a new device. Devices of
the same owner are joined to create a Personal Network
using MyNet’s introduction process, which may be as
simple as a gesture. Personal Networks can be linked to
create Social Networks. Users can choose to share
access to the resources they own through Passlets, realworld metaphors resembling “passes” or “tickets”. The
security framework permits unlimited access to the
owner of devices without requiring any further user
action. Social contacts, on the other hand, can only use
those resources they have been granted rights to.
Global connectivity and network navigation become as
simple as selecting another icon on the screen, while
complex configuration for service discovery, network
access, and security remain hidden from the end-user.

The primary MyNet contributions are in the areas of
user interaction, resource discovery, and security: (a)
intuitive UI tools and modalities for P2P personal and
social network management and sharing; (b) a secure
P2P resource discovery mechanism independent from
“native” service discovery mechanisms, that allows
users to specify which of their resources can be
discovered by each of their social contacts; and (c) an
intuitive security framework that allows fine-grained
access control, not only to services written using the
MyNet security API, but even to legacy distributed
applications that may not incorporate security at all.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in
Section 2 we motivate our work; in Sections 3 and 4 we
present basic design concepts and system architecture
and design; in Sections 5 and 6 we give details about
the security framework and the user interaction model;
in Sections 7 and 8 we present our experience
implementing and using our prototype; in Section 9 we
discuss related work; finally we conclude in Section 10.

2. Motivation
2.1. Use cases
Alice has a Personal Network which consists of her
mobile phone, laptop, home PC, and a wi-fi security
camera at home. While at work, she uses her laptop to
retrieve the proposal she was working on over the
weekend from her home PC. She also uses her phone to
check on her new pet cat through the security camera.
James’ Personal Network includes his mobile phone
and his home media server. While on a trip he meets
his old colleague George. Over dinner, James talks
about his new baby daughter and wants to share some
photos. He TAPs George’s phone with his mobile
phone to give him access to the baby photos at his
home media server. George can see the photos on his
phone, but chooses to display them on his TV screen.
Chris is about to have another meeting with his team
and clients. While waiting, he is using his laptop to
access his desktop PC to set up a Wiki page for notes
and to move all project documents in a directory. When
the meeting starts, he sends two Passlets with his laptop
to the entire group, enabling everyone to post notes on
the Wiki and download project documents.

2.2. Problem statement
The use-cases described above remain challenging
even today, mainly because available technology for
managing pervasive access to personal devices, content
and services is too complex for non-expert users.
For example, consider the case of James above.
Assuming he subscribes to some dynamic DNS service

to enable global addressing, he would have to login
remotely to his router/firewall and open a hole to
expose his PC’s web-server, which would make it
accessible to everyone, not only George. He would
then have to enable security on his web-server (e.g.
creating certificates), password-protect his photos
directory, edit the web-server Access Control List
(ACL) to add George as a user and give him access to
his baby’s photos directory. Revoking his access would
imply repeating much of the process in reverse order.
P2P technologies e.g. [1]-[6] could address the issues
of connectivity, but James would still need expertise
and a lot of effort to manage and secure his resources.
The only realistic alternative today for non-expert
users would be sharing with email and USB sticks
when possible, or subscribing to a multitude of webbased services. These methods require users to take
several extra steps and assume expenses, even though
their content or services are already available in their
personal devices. For example, James could share his
pictures after uploading them to a social networking
site, while Alice could access her content by signing up
to some online storage service and her wi-fi camera by
signing up to the manufacturer’s remote access service.

3. Basic design concepts
In this section we present the basic concepts behind
MyNet. These decisions not only affect the system
design, but also to a large extent the user experience.

3.1. UIA background
MyNet uses UIA [1] as its base communication
platform. UIA provides strong permanent locationindependent device identifiers, and allows users to
securely bind personal names to devices. Each device
creates a unique public/private keypair, and hashes the
public key to create an endpoint identifier (EID), which
acts as the permanent device address. UIA constructs
an overlay network and offers a traditional socket API
to establish connections. The UIA router forwards
connections over the authenticated and encrypted
overlay network to the destination.
Although MyNet could be built on top of other P2P
technologies, UIA provides features in two areas that
meet MyNet overlay network requirements: ubiquitous
connectivity and distributed device group management.
UIA’s routing overlay supports IP mobility along with
seamless operation though NATs and most firewalls.
UIA’s authenticated mappings from device EIDs to
group and user identifiers (SIDs) provides the basis of
authorization queries in MyNetSec. A conventional
approach of an authenticatable User ID derived from a
user private/public key pair could also be followed [7].

3.2. Devices and users

3.6. Services and content

A MyNet device is a routable and authenticatable
overlay network endpoint, uniquely identified by its
EID. It can host services and content. For devices that
support multiple-user accounts, a unique EID identifies
both the device and the user logged-in.
MyNet follows the UIA approach to identify users
(and groups) as a set of EIDs [1]. This is possible
through UIA’s trustworthy distributed group
membership protocol. MyNet builds authorization at
the (more intuitive) user-level, as opposed to the (more
common) device-level, on top of this protocol.

Each PDC device can run one or more user-services
(services perceived by the user). Each user-service may
be implemented by one or more distributed elementary
services, about which the user is in general oblivious.
Services can be distinguished into MyNet-“aware”,
i.e. written using the public MyNet APIs, or legacy, i.e.
services that were not written with MyNet in mind.
Legacy services can be further distinguished into
MyNet-“enabled”, i.e. services for which support has
been added in MyNet, and MyNet-“transparent”, i.e.
services about which MyNet is unaware.
User content includes files stored in any device in a
user’s PDC. The user content can be shared with other
users though services running on devices. It is possible
for the same content to be shared though the use of
more than one different services. It is important to note
that how the content is shared (e.g. downloaded vs.
streamed) and what happens to it after it is shared, is
determined by these services and not MyNet.

3.3. Imprinting
A new device becomes a MyNet device through the
Imprinting process, which imprints the owner identity,
profile and secret (e.g. PIN) [8]. The owner secret
offers protection against misuse for critical tasks, i.e.
adding/deleting a personal device. The user can also set
preferences about which other actions, e.g. adding a
social contact or granting permissions, are protected by
this secret. The imprinting process uses the available
platform UI modalities (e.g. GUI, RFID).

3.4. Personal device clusters
After a device is imprinted, it can be merged with
other devices to create a Personal Device Cluster
(PDC), through the MyNet Introduction process.
Merging requires owner authentication on both sides
and is reversible. Next, UIA and MyNet gossip merges
the PDC sub-spaces known to the two devices into one.
The PDC is the basic cell of a MyNet network. It is
the Personal Network of a user and all devices in it can
authenticate themselves as being part of the same PDC,
thus allowing privileged access to each other. This is an
implicit result of the Imprinting and Introduction
process and does not require further user interaction.

3.5. Social contacts
PDCs of different users can be linked through the
MyNet Introduction process. The result is the addition
of a social contact to both users’ PDCs. Linking
requires mutual consent from both sides and it is
reversible. During linking, the UIA layers of the two
devices exchange routing information, SIDs and EIDs
[1]. Once linked, UIA and MyNet gossip takes place
and the linked PDC devices know how to route overlay
traffic among them. The creation of social contacts
establishes long-lived trust relationships allowing users
to share resources at any time. For ephemeral sharing
scenarios, users may use an out-of-band mechanism to
grant Passlets that allow temporary access.

3.7. Groups
A user can create groups of users or devices. User
groups can be used to define the recipient of access
control privileges. Device groups can be used to define
the target of access privileges. MyNet also defines a
number of built-in user groups, such as the “world”,
“my direct contacts”, and “my extended contacts”.

3.8. Security
The MyNet security framework, called MyNetSec,
provides authentication, authorization, privacy, and
fine-grained access control. Access control is based on
Passlets, which resemble the real-world metaphor of
“passes” or “tickets”. A Passlet contains user-level
permissions for its recipient. There are Device Passlets
(full access to all services hosted in a device) and
Service Passlets (access to selective functionality
exposed by only one service). It is also possible to give
“PDC-wide” Passlets for a service, i.e. grant access to
all instances of the specific service running on any
PDC device. In the absence of a Passlet, access to all
services over the MyNet overlay is blocked by default.
A user can use the MyNetBook Passlet Manager
tool on any personal device to create Passlets that will
allow their recipient to access any resources in the
PDC. The recipient can be any social contact or group,
or in an ephemeral interaction scenario, an unknown
recipient determined through an out-of-band
mechanism (e.g. NFC [9]). Similarly, a user can use a
received Passlet to access the prescribed resources
from any personal device in the PDC. At any point, a
user can revoke a granted Passlet with any PDC device.

4. System design
In this section we present the MyNet system (Figure
1). The security framework and the user interaction
model are presented in more detail in Sections 5 and 6.
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Figure 1: MyNet architecture.

4.1. Architecture overview
Adding devices and contacts to a MyNet PDC is
implemented by the Out-of-Band Introductions
module. MyNet peer device discovery is initiated
through mechanisms that do not use UIA-IPv6, such as
NFC [9] and Bonjour [10]. During the introduction
process, MyNet peer discovery records including
overlay routing information are exchanged, which
bootstrap the MyNet resource discovery. The Out-ofBand module is an adaptation layer which allows the
implementation of the introduction process through a
variety of plug-in technologies. Introductions take
place between devices in close physical proximity, thus
leveraging human communication to establish trust.
MyNet system components and MyNet-“aware”
applications can use an asynchronous remote procedure
call (RPC) layer, called MyARPC, to exchange
messages between processes within a single or different
machines. Different existing systems could be used as a
basis for MyARPC, e.g. XML-RPC, SOAP. For
convenience, MyNet uses the RPC library of UIA,
which is based on Sun RPC. All MyARPC messages
are transmitted over secure SSL connections.
Recognizing that many MyNet devices will not be
online all the time, MyNet also introduces a persistent
Messaging service that guarantees that a one-way
message will be delivered to a destination EID
whenever that device comes online. The messaging
module achieves this by queuing messages in persistent
storage if a delivery attempt fails and periodically

4.2. PDC-wide state replication
MyNet maintains a persistent and replicated hashtable data structure in each host, called PDC-store, that
is designed to enable MyNet applications and services
to share state across instances running on the various
devices in a user's PDC. Currently, the PDC-store is
used to store Resource Discovery Records (RDRs) for
users, devices, and services and all Passlets.
To propagate update messages, the PDC-store relies
on MyNet's messaging layer, which guarantees
eventual delivery. MyNet PDC-stores, by default,
follow an optimistic [11] strategy for replication, in
order to provide functionality that most closely
resembles simple persistent local databases to
applications using them. However, the problem of
achieving
global
consistency
in
partitioned
(disconnected) distributed database systems under
optimistic strategies requires tackling complex issues
with how to detect and reconcile conflicts [12].
While many such methods have been proposed (e.g.
Ivy [13], Ficus [14], Coda [15], Bayou [16], Footloose
[17]), we chose a two-fold solution. We first
implemented a simple strategy for reconciling updates
based on timestamps. While this approach has known
limitations (global time synchronization to guarantee
consistency), it requires very little overhead, and may
be adequate for many applications. For example, in
many situations a consistency guarantee may not be
required, or values might only be written by one host.
Similarly, updates may be sufficiently infrequent that
the probability of conflicts may be very low.
The other optimistic PDC-replication strategy,
which is still work-in-progress, is derived from [18]
and requires transaction histories for each read and
update of a value in the table. These transaction
histories make it possible to reliably detect when
conflicts occur and when reconciliation is necessary.

4.3. Secure P2P resource discovery
Current service discovery frameworks either enable
service discovery though some centralized directory
service (e.g. UDDI [19]) or define the scope of
discovery either administratively (e.g. SLP [20]) or
based on local-network boundaries (e.g. Bonjour [10],

SSDP [21]). In contrast, MyNet introduces a P2P
resource discovery mechanism whose scope is based on
users’ social relationships. Also, while most discovery
frameworks do not incorporate security mechanisms,
MyNet uses the Passlet mechanism to allow a user to
specify what resources she would like to make visible
by her social contacts, thus controlling how different
persons view her PDC. Finally, MyNet resource
discovery is widely applicable, since it does not depend
on “native” service discovery protocols.
MyNet achieves all the above by introducing its
own
Resource
Discovery
Records
(RDR)
corresponding to devices, services, content and
contacts (users), a Service Installer and Launcher
module, and by implementing resource discovery as a
“PDC-wide” MyNet-“aware” service. The Secure
Resource Discovery (SRD) module is responsible for
creating an RDR for the device itself, for each new user
this device is introduced to, and for each of the MyNet“aware” and MyNet-“enabled” services hosted by it.
New RDRs are stored/replicated in the PDC-store.
The discovery process consists of four steps that
take place in sequence but at different points in time:
Step 1 – resource registration: New RDRs are
created due to external events. For contacts and
devices, this is the imprinting or introduction process.
For services and content, MyNet introduces a serverside MyNet Service Installer and Launcher. The serverside installer installs the service and an XML document
called Service Mapping Document (SMD, Section 5),
which is used by the resource discovery module to
create a service RDR. The server-side launcher also
starts the server-service automatically or on demand.
Step 2 – user sets discovery permissions: The user
uses MyNetBook to create a Resource Discovery
Passlet (RD Passlet) that specifies which of the user's
own RDR records may be revealed to a specific user.
Step 3 – resource discovery/browsing: All devices
in a PDC receive the RDRs owned by the PDC owner
through the PDC-store replication mechanism. In order
to see into another PDC, the Secure Resource
Discovery client (SRD-client) sends a MyARPC
request that is received by the SRD-server on any of
the devices of the target PDC. The SRD-server asks its
MyNetSec module for the RDR records to send, which
returns the RDRs authorized by granted RD-Passlets.
Step 4 – service launching: The client-side launcher
for services is activated when the user selects a service
RDR on MyNetBook. It maps the RDR to the
corresponding client-side application and "customizes"
the client-side application's configuration at launchtime based on previously received Passlets.

5. Security
One of the main contributions of MyNet is a
comprehensive security framework that offers (a) easeof-use, by exposing user-level permissions while hiding
complex system-level security settings with the Passlet
mechanism, and (b) fine-grained access control to a
large class of legacy distributed applications that may
not implement security. Besides MyNet, this
framework can be applied to a wide range of other
existing distributed request/response applications, such
as Web Services, Web Servers, UPnP devices, XMLRPC or SOAP-based services. We believe the above
make the proposed security framework unique,
although research exists in areas related to security
usability of distributed systems (e.g. [7], [22], [23]) and
some of its individual components (e.g. [24]-[30]).
In the rest of this section, we present in detail the
MyNet security framework. Additional details on its
implementation and examples can be found in [31].

5.1. Overview
In order to enforce fine-grained access control,
MyNetSec introduces in each PDC device a Dynamic
Firewall, which intercepts all overlay traffic before it
reaches the servers hosted on that device. The firewall
is controlled by the MyNetSec Control module, which
makes the decisions on whether captured traffic will be
allowed or rejected, based on the security policies
expressed by the user with Passlets. The control
module calculates these policies by using information
contained in the Passlet repositories in the PDC-store.
The user uses the Passlet Manager UI tool, to
create, send, revoke, and view Passlets. Once a Passlet
is created, the MyNetSec Control module sends it to its
recipient in the other PDC and stores it in the ‘Sent
Passlets’ repository of its own PDC-store. Likewise,
received Passlets are stored in the ‘Received Passlets’
repository. The PDC-store’s replication mechanism
then replicates the Passlets across all PDC devices, thus
automatically “programming” all PDC device firewalls.
Support for legacy services is added through the use
of Service Mapping Documents (SMD), i.e. XML
documents that contain the mappings from user-level
permissions to the RPCs/actions of the known
distributed interfaces. SMDs are available only for
MyNet-“enabled” legacy and MyNet-“aware” services.
MyNet-“transparent” legacy services can still be
access-controlled using Device Passlets.

5.2. Passlets
Passlets define user-level permissions, i.e.
permissions that are meaningful to humans. Each

Passlet permission has a user-friendly part which is
exposed to the user (e.g. a text description with a tickbox or a pull-down menu of options), and a system
representation (i.e. a permission parameter of a certain
type). Passlet permission parameters can be of the
following types: ‘boolean’, ‘enumeration’, ‘number’,
‘list of numbers’, ‘string’, ‘list of strings’. System-level
permissions are derived from the Passlet’s user-level
permissions based on the mappings found in the userservice’s SMD. The SMD describes for each
elementary-service which RPCs/actions should be
allowed, depending on Passlet permission parameters.
Common fields in all Passlets include the
information about who is giving permission, to whom,
for what, and for how long. They also include a PDCwide boolean flag, which is ‘true’ only if the
permission is for all PDC instances of a service, and a
unique 128-bit Passlet ID. Device Passlets have only
one boolean permission parameter (‘allow_all’), which
is true only if the user wants to give full-access to the
recipient. Service Passlets have at least one ‘allow_all’
Boolean permission parameter that gives “all-ornothing” access to the specific user-service. This
ensures that (at least) “on/off” access control is
possible with Service Passlets for all user-services,
even for services where fine-grained access control is
not possible because of lack of information or access to
their RPC interfaces.

5.3. Cumulative Passlets
Cumulative Passlets (cPasslets) are internal
structures created and maintained by MyNetSec that
express the overall cumulative effect of all individual
Passlets granted or received by the user. cPasslets are
calculated based on the contents of the PDC-store
‘Sent’ and ‘Received’ Passlet repositories, referred to
as sent-cPasslets and received-cPasslets respectively. A
sent-cPasslet expresses the overall permissions that the
owner of the local PDC has granted to a remote user or
user-group; when a device in that user’s PDC attempts
to access any resources, the device receiving the access
request looks for the existence and the contents of a
sent-cPasslet for that remote user in order to be able to
make an access control decision. Similarly, a receivedcPasslet expresses overall permissions that a social
contact has granted to the owner of the local PDC.
cPasslets provide a snapshot of the cumulative
effect of permissions granted to a user or by a user
though a series of Passlets. As such, cPasslets are
updated continuously and do not have a duration or
expiration time. At initialization, MyNetSec scans all
received and sent Passlets in the PDC-store that have
not been revoked or expired and creates cPasslets for

each of the users or groups for which a Passlet exists.
During regular operation, MyNetSec continuously
creates new and updates existing cPasslets based on the
following events: new Passlet received, new Passlet
sent, existing Passlet revoked, existing Passlet expired.
Finally, it is important to note that the creation and
maintenance of sent-cPasslets is a trusted operation.
The PDC-store content replication is a secure
(authenticated, encrypted, integrity checked) operation
that only devices in the same PDC can perform.
Therefore, each device can trust the information in the
‘Sent Passlets’ repository in its local PDC-store to
create and maintain sent-cPasslets, and use them to
make access control decisions.

5.4. Dynamic firewall
The MyNetSec Dynamic Firewall assembles traffic
into Capture Traffic Units (CTUs), i.e. units of traffic
each destined to exactly one elementary service as
defined in one of the SMDs. In order to know which
incoming traffic to capture and how to assemble it into
CTUs, the firewall receives from the control module an
ordered list of SMD filters. Each SMD filter is defined
as a hierarchical stack of values from well-known
protocol layers: (1) IP layer (only UIA-IPv6), (2)
transport layer (e.g. TCP, UDP), (3) service transport
layer (e.g. HTTP, RTP), (4) service invocation layer
(e.g. SOAP), and (5) service ID layer. Each SMD filter
starts from layer 1 and ends on the highest layer that is
required by the firewall to unambiguously demultiplex
incoming traffic. The last element of this SMD filter
list is always the “MyNet Default SMD filter”, which
captures any overlay traffic not captured by any of the
previous SMD filters in the list. The list of SMD filters
is updated continuously as new SMDs are installed.
The firewall inspects all incoming UIA-IPv6 traffic and
processes the list of SMD filters in order until it finds
the first filter that matches it. The MyNet Default filter
captures traffic not captured by the remaining filters.
Once the firewall has assembled a CTU with traffic
captured by one of its SMD filters, it passes related
information to the MyNetSec control module (Section
5.6). If a decision to accept is made, the firewall allows
the CTU to reach the server; if a decision to reject is
made, the control module instructs the firewall to reject
the CTU either silently or by returning an error.

5.5. SMD module
The SMD Module is responsible for parsing the
SMD documents of the services installed in each
device and providing information about these services
to the MyNet discovery (SRD) and security modules.

MyNet SMD for User-Service X
MyNet Service Description
¾ MyNet service metadata for user-service X
¾ List of SMD filters corresponding to elementary services
MyNet Permission List
MyNet Permission
¾ Permission user-friendly name and description
¾ List of user parameters necessary to capture the user’s intent
regarding this permission. Presentation hints
¾ List of actions mapped to this permission. For each action the
condition to allow it based on user parameters, action parameters

which SMD filter captured the CTU, the source and
destination EID of the CTU, the protocol PRC/action
and the list of received arguments. The control module
uses this information, looks up the user permissions
from the corresponding cPasslet, starts evaluating the
corresponding OR expression found in the “RPC
Conditions” table, and accepts the RPC/action when
the first condition in this expression is satisfied. If no
condition is satisfied, the RPC/action is rejected.

…

6. MyNetBook

Action Response List
¾ List of actions and error responses. These responses are
returned when the corresponding actions are rejected

Figure 2: SMD document structure.
SMDs are XML documents containing: (a) the userservice description used to create the RDR records in
the PDC-store, (b) descriptions of one or more
elementary distributed services that the system uses to
implement the user-service, (c) a list of user-level
permissions and their mapping to arguments of
RPCs/actions, and (d) a list of error codes. The main
sections of an SMD are shown in Figure 2. More
details and examples of SMDs can be found in [31].
The SMD Module extracts information from each
section by parsing the SMD from top to bottom. The
SMD Module scans all MyNet Permissions in the
Permission List section and, for each SMD filter
encountered, it constructs an “RPC Conditions” table
indexed by RPC/actions and containing the overall
conditions incoming RPC/action arguments must
satisfy in order to be allowed. In those cases where an
“allow” condition for an RPC/action is found under
multiple MyNet Permissions in an SMD, the overall
condition is constructed by creating an OR expression,
starting from left to right, following the order with
which permissions appear in the SMD. These
expressions are evaluated by the control module.

5.6. MyNetSec control module
The MyNetSec control module controls how the
MyNet dynamic firewall enforces the access control
policy defined by the user through Passlets. It accesses
the PDC-store Sent and Received Passlet repositories
to calculate and maintain cPasslets. Access to the userPIN and preferences allows it to protect certain critical
MyNet operations. Also, the control module uses the
information from the SMD module to create the
ordered list of SMD filters for the firewall.
Once the firewall has assembled a CTU with traffic
captured by one of its SMD filters, it passes
information to the MyNetSec control module about

The MyNet user experience was a fundamental
system design goal. MyNet takes advantage of familiar
metaphors from everyday life and social relationships
to connect devices in a user’s immediate social
neighborhood: the user’s own devices and those of one
or two social hops away. This is a significant
enhancement not found in today’s popular approaches
for social P2P interaction (e.g. [32], [33], [34]). In
addition, rather than requiring new models of behavior,
we embrace intuitive human activities, such as pointing
and touching, as part of the user interaction model for
the purposes of building trust, establishing social
contacts, sharing and simplifying lengthy configuration
processes. The resulting design is a new network
navigation model based on social relationships.
This section presents the system aspects of
MyNetBook, an example instantiation of the MyNet
UI, and briefly describes the user experience. More
details about the MyNet UI model can be found in [35].

6.1. UI tools system overview
MyNetBook is a set of UI tools that use the
underlying MyNet external API to create an intuitive
visualization of MyNet entities and enable easy
interaction between the end-user and his/her PDC. As
shown in Figure 1, MyNetBook consists of the
following tools: (a) MyNet Imprinting, which passes
the user data during imprinting to the PDC-store and
MyNetSec Control modules; (b) MyNet Manager,
which uses API calls from the PDC-store and SRD
modules to retrieve discovery records; (c) MyNet
Service Manager, which allows the user to install and
launch MyNet-“enabled” and MyNet-“aware” services;
(d) MyNet Viewer, which is the front-end GUI
application; (e) Passlet Manager, which uses API calls
from the PDC-store, MyNetSec SMD and Control
modules to create, edit, browse, and revoke Passlets;
finally, (f) Introduction Manager, which uses API calls
from the Out-of-Band Introductions module for the
process of adding new devices and social contacts.
When MyNet is launched on a device for the first
time, the Imprinting module guides the user through a

wizard-like interface to imprint the user’s identity and
establish ownership of the PDC. The user enters a
name for the PDC, profile information that can be used
in the context of social networking and an owner secret
(e.g. PIN). The result of the imprinting process is the
creation of a PDC containing the imprinted device.
The MyNet Manager uses API calls exposed by the
local PDC-store to collect the RDRs of the owner’s
PDC. It can also discover RDRs from other PDCs by
using API calls from the SRD-client to send resource
discovery requests. The results are passed to Viewer.
The MyNet Service Manager coordinates the
installation and launching of services by using API
calls from the SRD, SMD, Installer and Launcher
modules. The user can launch a service by doubleclicking on the service representation, e.g. an icon. API
calls exposed by the MyNet client-side launcher (a)
match the service_id from the service RDR to the
appropriate client application installed locally and (b)
use its launcher component to launch the client
application with the correct configuration, so that it
points to the local or remote distributed service.
Finally, the Passlet Manager uses information from
the SMDs and RDRs in the PDC-store to (a) collect
sent and received Passlets and (b) compose a set of
user-level permissions based on the service attributes.
Both the Passlets and the permissions are passed to the
Viewer for rendering.

and-click gesture. Touching or pointing to an object is
a very familiar gesture both in real life and in
traditional GUI interfaces. As a result, physical space
becomes an extension to the traditional 2-D GUI
display. There have been uses of wireless proximity
technologies (e.g. IrDA, RFID) to identify and interact
objects in the immediate physical proximity (e.g. [38]).
However, the MyNet Introductions module makes it
possible to interpret the same touch-based gesture
differently based on context. For instance, it can
express a user’s intent to add a personal device, add a
social contact, bootstrap network connectivity, invoke
service discovery, give access rights, share, launch an
application and so on.
MyNet uses Near Field Communication (NFC) [9],
a short range wireless communication technology, to
realize this interaction model. MyNet Introductions
uses API calls exposed by the Out-of-Band Intros
module to invoke NFC-based MyNet peer discovery,
also known as TAPing. By default, devices are in the
polling mode. When triggered by the user, the initiator
device goes into sending mode and exchanges peer
discovery records with the target (if one is in close
proximity). When the Introduction process completes
an RDR is created and stored in the PDC-store for the
new contact/device. MyNet Introductions also uses
Bonjour [10], a local area multicast discovery protocol,
for devices that are not portable or NFC–enabled.

6.2. Personal network navigation

6.4. User interaction with security

The key objective of the user experience is ease-ofuse and intuitive interaction based on social behavior
paradigms. To this end, the user interaction model
exploits concepts such as personal device clusters,
social networking, sharing and touch [36], [37]. At the
system level, MyNet leverages human-to-human
interaction to establish trust and social relationships to
route traffic over the overlay network.
MyNetBook uses the well-established metaphor of
the hierarchical tree structure to visualize on any device
all the devices, services, content, and social contacts in
the user’s Personal Network. All the devices owned by
a user are logically grouped together. Likewise, all
services hosted by a device are logically grouped
together. Devices are shown as the children of the user
and services are the children of devices. Similarly,
social contacts appear as children of the PDC owner.
Resources shared by a contact through Passlets are
shown as the children of that contact.

While research efforts over the years have produced
strong security algorithms and protocols, today most
systems are not designed with usability in mind, thus
making the end-users the weak link in overall security
[39], [7]. For this reason, security usability was a
fundamental requirement in MyNet system design.
MyNet exposes only intuitive concepts to end-users,
while taking care of complex settings at the system
level. The MyNet Introductions tools reduce the task of
building trust with personal devices and contacts to a
simple point-and-click gesture. Likewise, the Passlet
Manager simplifies sharing to three, easy to make highlevel decisions for what to share, with whom and for
how long. Amending previous Passlet decisions and
revoking them is equally simple. The result of
completing these tasks is promptly reflected in the
GUI, where users also get a clear picture of the overall
access granted to each of their social contacts.

6.3. MyNet introductions
The MyNet Introductions process replaces lengthy
manual configuration procedures with a simple point-

7. Implementation
MyNet was initially developed for PCs and laptops
running Debian Linux, using C, C++, shell scripts and

Python. Use of Sun RPC over the wire allows MyNet
to interoperate across different platforms.

toolbar buttons are “Build your Net” for adding
personal devices to the PDC, “Add contact” for adding
social contacts to the PDC, and “Share” for creating
Passlets. The status bar displays status messages.

Figure 3: MyNet experimental prototype.
MyNet has also been ported to the Nokia N800
(Linux OS), and MacOS X. Nokia’s development
environment for the N800 is based on Scratchbox. It
includes a cross platform tool-chain that allows
developers to build ARM binaries for the N800. The
N800 has 128mb of RAM with up to 8GB of persistent
storage and does not include many libraries normally
found on a Linux system. This leads to occasional
conflicts that require the adjustment of the SW
components. It, also, requires its own GUI design to fit
the smaller N800 screen and layout concepts. Figure 3
shows MyNet running on the current experimental
setup. Both the laptop and the N800 are fitted with an
NFC smart sleeve attached through the USB port [40].
We recently started a prototyping effort in native
Symbian C++ for Nokia S60 phones which will enable
large user trials. The Symbian port presents many
challenges because (a) UIA uses Standard Template
Libraries and Boost which are unavailable in Symbian,
(b) MyNet is written in Python which is not space
efficient for always-running background processes, (c)
MyNetBook uses the GTK toolkit which is unavailable
in Symbian and (d) the Symbian "idioms" require a
different software architecture.

7.1. The MyNet prototype
This section gives an overview of the current
prototype. In our prototype, the main GUI widget is a
notebook with two tabs, a toolbar at the top and a status
bar at the bottom (Figure 4). By selecting the first tab
the user can browse and manage his/her Personal
Network. By selecting the second one, the user can
manage Passlets and access rights. Interactive tasks that
require the user’s attention such as imprinting, adding
personal devices and contacts, sharing and error
notifications are displayed in popup windows. The

Figure 4: The MyNet Viewer

Figure 5: The MyNet Passlet Manager tool.
For example, in Figure 4, Zoe owns a Personal
Network with two devices, a laptop and a mobile
phone, and has two contacts Sacha and Dimitris. She
can browse her laptop’s services from the MyNetBook
application running on her mobile phone. Zoe can
launch a service (hers or that of a contact who has
given her a Passlet) simply by double-clicking on the
service icon, e.g. she would double-click on the Web
Camera listed under Zoe_Laptop in order to launch it.
The “Share” tool button invokes the Passlet
Manager (Figure 5), which has a recipient box with all
existing contacts and previously issued Passlets. The
user can select an existing contact for which to issue a

new Passlet. Then the user needs to mark the personal
device, service and piece(s) of content to share.
Clicking on “Send” completes the transaction. The user
can, also, select an existing Passlet in order to view or
edit it. Creating a Passlet for a new contact, is as simple
as selecting <new> from the recipient box, setting the
target resource, pressing “Send” and TAPing the new
contact’s device. This adds the recipient as a contact
and grants the Passlet without any further user action.
Figure 6 shows a work-in-progress concept for the
S60 MyNetBook, with two tabs for “My Contacts” and
“My Devices”. The open lock and keys icons indicate that
Passlets have been granted to and received from that
contact respectively.

your phone share the public photos on the laptop with a
friend who has a PDA, access these photos from the
PDA, and using the phone revoke access to the photos.
Table 1: Key usability test results.
ISSUE

YES

IN
NO
PART
77% 15% 8%

Users understand the end result of imprinting

Users can create, navigate and access a PDC
100%
Users associate sharing with new contacts
54% 39% 7%
From the GUI, users deduce the Passlet metaphor 64%
36%
Users can issue and revoke Passlets
100%
Adding contacts and sharing raises privacy issues 75% 25%
Users prefer TAPing over other wireless 78% 7% 15%
proximity modalities for portable devices

Though the GUI implementation was sub-optimal at
this prototype version, the results were very positive
(Table 1). Testers were able to complete the tasks
successfully and the majority deduced the results of
their actions correctly. Though new, both the Passlet
metaphor and the TAPing modality were well received.
Adding new contacts and sharing raised strong privacy
concerns. Through this preliminary usability test we
gained valuable insight into the users’ needs and we are
taking these lessons into account for the next version.
Figure 6: MyNetBook on S60 phones.

7.2. Example applications and services
We implemented two examples of secure
distributed applications over a private network that
highlight the social networking aspects of MyNet. The
first service is web-based Content Browsing. Users can
browse the content in their PDC and create Passlets for
selected items. The client we used is an unmodified
Firefox browser. The second application is a is a
simple remote Web camera service. Other possible
distributed applications could include P2P VoIP, Video
over IP (e.g. see-what-I-see), Gaming, and Blogging.

8. Evaluation

Table 2: Feature availability.
Properties: Service Access Control Remote
Sharing
Access

F2F

Scalability

Identity
Management

Content
Limitations

Services:
Email

no

VPN

difficult

yes
no2

yes

no

limited

service5

yes

no

yes

enterprise6

USB

no

yes

no

yes

limited

BTH

no

yes

no

yes

limited

UPNP
DFS
Httpd
Twango
Flickr

no

yes

no

difficult

difficult

yes

difficult3

difficult1

difficult

no

yes

yes

no

no

no

FaceBook

no

limited

MyNet

yes

yes

user
user

limited4
no
limited4
limited4

limited

no

no

yes

enterprise6

limited4

yes

yes

no7

no

yes

no

limited

service5

limited4

yes

no

yes

service5

limited4

yes

no

yes

service5

limited4

user

no

yes

yes

yes

1. Some http server implementation provide tools for authenticating users and authorizing access to content and others

This section presents results from a preliminary user
study and evaluation based on the current prototype.

8.1. User study
The first MyNet usability study took place in May
2007. The objective was to assess (a) the usability of
the interaction paradigms and GUI and (b) the users’
perception of MyNet concepts. There were 13 testers,
ages 18-60, with no strong technical background. They
were asked to perform the following tasks: set up a
PDC on your mobile phone, add a laptop to your PDC,
use the laptop’s web camera from your phone, using

do not. Configuring the systems to provide such security is almost always a challenge for the typical user.
2. VPNs are common tools for enabling remote access. Although users must authenticate themselves before they can
connect, VPNs rarely provide any ability to limit which services or content an authenticated user can access.
3. We make a distinction between web-based services such as Twango, Flickr, Google and Facebook based on httpd
and hosting an http-based service on your home network and securely sharing access to it with your friends.
4. Services that share copies of files cannot easily share dynamic content, content streams, or any content that does not
reside in a file, e.g. db records. DFS share access to files, not merely copies, but it is not easy to share non-file content.
5. Modern services usually provide reasonably easy user identity management, but users have to be willing to register.
Some people object to registering with services they do not know and trust (they might be afraid of spam or identity thief).
6. Enterprise identity management systems are usually dictated. The typical user has limited control or influence.
7. Http does not mandate identity management, but it is possible using https to integrate a variety of security frameworks.

8.2. Comparison with other sharing systems
Table 2 summarizes key properties of a wide variety
of technologies that enable shared access to devices,
services or content and compares them to MyNet. The
left column lists selected technologies. The comparison
criteria (top row) include: “Service Sharing”

(technology provides the means for sharing access to
services), “Access Control” (technology offers access
control to the resources), “Remote Access” (ability to
traverse multiple NATs and Firewalls), “F2F” (“faceto-face” sharing through only local connectivity),
“Scalability” (supports large numbers of users, large
numbers of files, large sized content etc), “Identity
Management” (captures identity issues from a user's
perspective, e.g. who owns the identities used), and
“Content Limitations” (limitations in the type of
content that can be shared).

9. Related work
Most of the popular Social Networking systems rely
on web-based centralized interfaces (e.g. Facebook
[32], Myspace [33], and Flickr [34]). While these
systems allow users to easily describe social links,
unlike MyNet, they do not extend to user’s devices or
services running on those devices, and they require a
centralized infrastructure where content needs to be
uploaded. A study of user practices in Flickr [41] found
that some users favor a centralized system where
content is viewable by all, whereas others wished to
share only with social contacts. The former population
is well served by Flickr and similar, whereas MyNet
may be more appropriate for the latter group.
In addition, there exist a number of peer-to-peer
social data-sharing systems, such as Turtle [3],
SPROUT [4], F2F [5], Tribler [6]. MyNet extends
capabilities offered by such P2P systems to include
easy-to-use strong authentication-authorization, and
support for sharing general services in addition to just
content. The study in [42] examines local P2P sharing
with iTunes. MyNet could allow the same sort of social
interactions, without imposing any location limitations.
Usability studies of content sharing [43], [44]
discuss features and limitations of existing systems.
MyNet adds several new dimensions to the set of
possible methods, as it is not limited to pre-existing
administrative domains, does not require centralized
servers, nor focus solely on sharing files. Flipper [45]
is a system designed to allow easy photo sharing. Like
MyNet, Flipper lets users specify the person, rather
than the device, that they wish to send photos to.
However, in Flipper all user identities and content are
stored in a central database, hence only registered users
with active database connections can share content.
Current service discovery frameworks either enable
service discovery though some centralized directory
service (e.g. UDDI [19]) or define the scope of
discovery either administratively (e.g. SLP [20]) or
based on local-network boundaries (e.g. Bonjour [10],
SSDP [21]). VIA [46] describes a service discovery

framework that covers multiple domains, though unlike
MyNet’s domains that correspond to users, VIA instead
covers topological partitions. Frank and Karl [47]
examine service discovery combined with ad-hoc
routing messages. Unlike all these discovery systems,
MyNet introduces a P2P discovery mechanism whose
scope is based on users’ social relationships, regardless
of network topology and administrative boundaries.
Furthermore, MyNet allows access control on which
resources can be discovered through Passlets.
MyNet security is related to projects in a number of
areas. Several systems attempt to address the ease of
use in configuring firewalls [25], [26], [29]; these
systems do not match MyNet’s fine-grained access
policies as they cannot identify individual users, while
in some cases [26] security is traded-off in the process.
A discussion of integrating policy-driven access control
with distributed firewalls in [28] does not offer a
comprehensive method for creating user and service
identities. Polymer [27] and Firmato [48] each provide
a language and compiler to enforce security policies,
though unlike MyNet, Polymer only works for
specially compiled Java programs and Firmato requires
the compiler to know the full network topology.
Connection Conditioning [24] discusses separating web
servers from their security policies, though MyNet
extends this approach to cover distributed applications
beyond simple web servers. Automatic management of
policies on the inter-corporation scale are discussed in
[30], as opposed to individual users as in MyNet.
Finally, an approach which embeds extensible policies
into applications is found in Alpaca [49], at the cost of
pervasive application modifications.

10. Conclusions and future work
The current MyNet design and proof-of-concept
implementations provide a platform for secure P2P
personal and social networking services, which enables
non-expert users to easily organize and share their
resources. In the future we plan to enhance the PDCstore replication algorithm, introduce virtual MyNet
devices and remote introductions, complete the
implementation of the SMD module, and focus on new
MyNet-“aware” distributed applications for personal
and social networking that leverage MyNet’s P2P
features. We are also planning to extend the social
networking aspects in the system, e.g. interaction with
friends-of-friends, search in one’s social neighborhood.
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